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About This Game

Water Heroes: A Game for Change is an awesometastic puzzle game adventure about water! Oh, and 50% of its profits are
donated to charity!

Play with Water and the elements! Use Cold, Heat, Ice, Steam and much more. In Water Heroes, your job is to drag cute pieces
over each other to create reactions based on physics and chemistry. Everyone can do it! Deal with oil pollution, icebergs and

waterfalls too! The goal is to collect fresh, drinkable, clear water while scoring as many points as possible. It's educational and
fun!

The best part? We donate 50% of our revenue to ClearWater, a charitable social project that gives clean water to the
indigenous people of industry-polluted Amazon. Play this game and save lives in Ecuador!

ClearWater was founded by Trudie Styler, Mitch Anderson and Rea Garvey, musician and singer for the band Reamonn. The
project also has the support of the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation and the Rainforest Foundation. It's a fantastic team that

supports nature and human dignity. And we're all helping!

Features
● Tons of different pieces to play with! Water, Oxygen, Hydrogen, Heat, Cold, Ice, Steam, Oily Water, Plants, Carbon Dioxide

and more surprises!
● Lots of unique piece matchings! Heat and Cold explosions! Blocker pieces! Grid shuffles! Oil propagation... (brrrr :s)
● A rewarding experience! You can earn up to 3 stars in each level. Mastering these will earn you awesome unlockables!

● Challenging puzzle levels to test your game skills!
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● An amazing soundtrack, composed with love. ;)
● Simple to learn, hard to master gameplay. Accessible to all, but a challenge for veterans and completionists.

● Funny cutscenes to get to know the story and our charming characters. Help Aurora and Pingo in their surprising journey
through the river!

● Game text in English, German and Portuguese.

About us
We are Classplash, an indie video game development team from Portugal and Germany that brought you Flute Master and

Rhythmic Village, two awesome games for music education. Our motto is "change the world by gaming" and Water Heroes fits
this vision very well. We created it as part of our honest commitment with humanity: developing great video games and making

the world a better place.

Contribute and... change the world by gaming! ;)
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It's a fun little game, and when I say little I mean it! The graphics are long outdated and you'll have to run it in boxed mode just
to not be annoyed by it. The size of the box though, will not be much larger than the screenshot on this page - that small!
However it's a nice game. I played it for the first time back in the 90' and it has the same features now as then. It has four
modes; Endless Puzzle, Stomped Puzzle, Fossil Challenge and Time Trial.

In Endless Puzzle you have to shoot eggs at the eggs pushed down the screen, making matches of three or more, to break them and
make them fall before they reach the rope at the bottom. When the sand runs out in the hourglass the dino Whirley will come
flapping, trying to add a new colour to the eggs making in more difficult and you have to shoot him down for it not to happen.

In Stomped Puzzle the mother dino gets mad when you break the eggs and will lower the roof when her anger reaches the top of the
meter. When you clear the screen her anger will go back down and you'll get a new formation of eggs to beak as fast as possible.

In Fossil Challenge you get a formation of eggs with a piece of a fossil in it, the goal of the game is to shoot the eggs to make them
drop and the fossil along with them. Take too much time and the roof is lowered.

In Time Trial you have to pop eggs as fast as possible.

Only buy this if you're really passionate about this game or it's on a really generous sale, you'll kick yourself otherwise.. This game
is official now with one small flaw....when you die to continue should work like every other game I know....you should press
START, not any other button, because when you are ready to rage quit pressing X to continue makes it more frustrating in my
opinion. At times you want to rush through the animation which should be done by mashing buttons in olden arcade style fashion!
But NIIIICCCCEEE! I love all the new character animations!. The best part of Celia's Quest is it's comedy. The game world is as
strange and weird as the characters who live in it, and at time it reminded my of Terry Pratchett's Discworld.This game is funny
and kind of crazy. You can expect puns and jokes around every corner and while the graphics are not exactly pretty, they do work
surprisingly well with this kind of comedic setting.
It's basically a interactive comedy (with some difficult RPG combat mixed in). So if that's something you think you'll enjoy I would
like to stop here and recommend this game to you right away.

However if you're still not sure let me elaborate a little more. Celia's Quest is an adventure game with an RPG styled combat system.
And while the combat system is fairly deep, allowing you to customize your build by choosing skills and allocating stat points to fit
your own play style, there are some distinct differences from a typical RPG.

First being that you don't level up, instead you need to find and use power ups. Many of them are well hidden and rewarded to you
for completing an optional puzzle or dungeon which means that if you miss or ignore them you'll most likely struggle with the
combat. Though, if an area is too difficult you can always go search for more secrets elsewhere and come back again when you've
powered up your stats. Also, since enemies are visable on the map you can sometimes outrun them if need be.

Second thing is that equipment and items does not just simply make you stronger (some do), but are instead mostly balanced around
being useful in certain situations or in certain locations. Since you can only borrow one equipment of a specific type at any time this
means you might have to go back to town to switch them out occasionally.
Also worth noting is that there is no gold for you to spend in shops either. You'll level up merchants supply by trading them precious
craft kits to expand their supply of "borrow-able items". It's also possible to gamble (to get a random buff or healing item) by
spending monster tears that you'll get for clearing an encounter - but that's it.
Do keep in mind that items and opportunities to get them are (kind of) limited since once an area is cleared of enemies they don't
come back!

I'll end this review with a list of PRO's and CON's to help you decide.

+ Funny story, characters, dialogue etc
+ Challenging combat (if that's your cup of tea)
+ Good exploration with many hidden secrets (feels inspired by the Zelda series)
+ Interesting and challenging puzzles (if that's your cup of tea)
+ New Game+ feature with additional content
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- The graphics are not pretty (enemy sprites look fine)
- Some of the maps are too cluttered and passages are narrow making them hard to navigate.
- Challenging combat (if that's NOT your cup of tea)
- A lot of running back and forth to town to get healed up (especially in the beginning)
- In game skill descriptions are not enough to plan a build (READ THE MANUAL!)
. Cute. I quite like this. The levels go on longer than you think they would. I'd like them to be a bit faster so it could be more of a
time-filler than a time-sink.. My Mods i played with in Haulin' \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 IT UP and now it wont start
anymore (I also removed the mods from the mods folder and still... Didn't work :( ). I love how this game is about what people go
through and what choices people could make in life, but theres just one thing for the Adult's Technology level: Its too hard. I cannot
beat the final (or maybe it isn't a final as I thought after the fourth it would be done) and I was trying to beat it for more than 10
minutes with no success, so could you guys make it easier please?. beautiful story of evolution
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2.99$ for this game ???? why?. A great game from an era when you could board a flight with only a metal detector to hold you
up. Needless to say, a bit out of date. Thanks, Osama.. It's a huge flop from the first game. A transition to 3D was a bad idea.
VERY BAD.

The game consists of 10% Getting to the bosses and 90% Fighting the bosses. And I assure you that you'll either be raging or
bored as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 for 95% of the time you play this game. It revolves around you... Well, revolving around a
center point of gravity. Some times what surround that point is material you can stand on. Some times it's surrounded by two
balls of water on opposite sides of each other. Or just water. You have many different ways of moving around this terrain. How
well do these mechanics function? Pretty damn poorly. I'm a frequent player of Team Fortress 2, so I came into this game
biased and used to a certain form of aerial movement. Though a good game will know how to get you associated with its
movement system. Anyways, the quality of the game is Sonic the Hedgehog levels of transitions to 3D. There's not much good
to say about it, excpet that it has good music. But that doesn't give you an excuse for making a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. Now, onto the bad things.

The first three inch thorn stuck in my big toe is getting to the bosses. Dear god is it tedious. Some platforms are so difficult to
get to, it comes down to spinning around the panet that you revolve around and hoping to god you somehow land on one.
Though this isn't that bad, since the game puts you straight back into the action when you die, but it's still so annoying. It can
take 15 Minutes to get to the boss. Not going through an action packed level or being taken through an intriguing story. Just
looping around a planet, trying to get onto a foot long platform while at Mach 4. An when you finally get to it, you're treated to a
hardcore BDSM room, Who's on top? That depends on the boss.

Yes, the bosses. The footlong porcupine quill stuck into your chest. Some lay on the table and strap themselves in, crying for
punishment. Others shove you onto it and make a lamp post come out the other side of you like a rotisserie chicken. The prior
kind of bosses are so easy, it comes down to holding down three buttons for about 5 minutes. No need to prepare this scenario.
It's that simple. The latter bosses are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing insane, They either keep you in an cramped space or have
attacks that are so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing annoying to dodge, and may I add you can only get hit three times. And even
after five minutes of arbotrary button holding or hours of trying to dodge those attacks that literally made a hole in your wall,
directly or not, You have to deal with something else. A boss after that boss.

Yes, the heart shaped vortex. The dog that's finished eating your reproductive organs and is going to your brain for some
dessert. This thing shot the chance of a good game in the leg. This thing rapid fires large green orbs I can only identify as sea
urchins and makes rods come out of the terrain. May I also mention that it seems to have a lot more health than the actual boss.
Just imagine it. It's taken you so long to defeat a boss. You finally take away its last heart, only for the game to say "Nope,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you. You have to fight another one. Oh, you failed? Well do it all again." I never finished the game.
Because I am not a masochist. I am a sadist, but definitely not a masochist. Even Dark Souls veterans wouldn't and shouldn't
beat this game. It is a pile of crap that does nothing but make a mockery of what Spaceman Sparkles 3 could have been.

. DRUGS THE VIDEO GAME!. This is a short game, but even so, the missions are very repetative. Even worse, the missions
aren't challenging in the least. Since the troops are weak and the whole village thing has a cap for every building type, you just
end up spamming your god powers until the AI is beaten into submission. With the limited amount of powers, it get very old
very fast.. Very entertaining and immersive Formula 1 arcade racing game. Don't expect a F1 simulator, this is a fun and fast
arcade F1 racer with Vive-controller steering, easy to jump into but quite challenging to master! Check my Mixed Reality VR
gameplay I made showing all 3 cars and 4 tracks in action:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_VH9E4Vl1h8

The good stuff about FormulaVR:

Graphics are very good, image is sharp on distance (even without supersampling) and car models are very polished, including
the cockpit.

Simple but logic main menu, and you can adjust your seating position any time easily with grip button (very good).

Steering with Vive controllers works great actually, but of course its an arcade game so the sensitivity is quite low. Its easy to
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steer and I dont miss steering wheel support tbh. Good arcade feeling!

Opponents are challenging and AI is not bad at all. Sense of speed is awesome in 300km\/h and no motion sickness for me at all.
Good sound effects and awesome arcade immersion! Tutorial is available. Full Mixed Reality support is nice as well :) (thank
you SAT BOX). Price is resonable as well (I bought it myself), and performance is good.

The less good stuff about FormulaVR:

No Multiplayer (yet at least)
Only 4 tracks and 3 cars available.
Only qualify+race mode. No warm up and no career or championship modes.
Some of the tracks are better looking than others, at least one of them is actually taken straight from VR Sports Go Kart game
(same developer).
Music is mostly from VR Sports (not bad though)
No difficulty settings (as far as I can see)
No car or tire adjustments\/customizations.
No car damage on crash.
No weather conditions except sunny.

All in all, very simple but still very fun and good looking F1 racing game. Just jump into it, have fun and enjoy arcade-ish F1
races in Virtual Reality. Check my full gameplay video above for more info and my final thoughts.

Cheers guys!
SweViver
. Nice DLC but one more Hero Need.
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